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• Origin of Waabshkii Miigwaan Drug Court Program
• How the use of culture and cultural practice has 

evolved within the program over time
• How the change in the approach to incorporating 

culture into the program has improved outcomes 
for clients

Overview 
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Waabshki-Miigwan
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Slide 3Rita Gasco-Shepherd, Appellate Justice of Tribal Court (cousin) on training in Alaska and wanted to find an eagle feather.  Unsuccessful until seeing a feather laying in the mud at a dump. Despite others with her saying they’d help her find a “better” feather she wanted to take that one. She took the feather, cleaned it up and had a beautiful white eagle tail feather. The story as retold by her grandson Joe Lucier, one of the team that wrote the original handbook for our program, provided the founding vision for our healing to wellness court – Waabshkii Miigwaan. As stated by Judge Gasco-Shepherd, “all of our citizens are worthy of redemption.”



The Origin of the WMDCP

The White Feather story:
 Redemption and healing-to-wellness
 Valuing our community members  
 Healing the community



Brief Overview of the Original 
WMDCP Program
 44 weeks in length
 Heavy emphasis on AA
 Wellbriety/White Bison as the basis of client 

programming
 Sanction oriented, including using jail as sanction for use
 Cultural programming was primarily image based; 

posters and manuals with “tribal” imagery, and 
presenting them with a feather upon completion of the 
program, and occasionally a sweat lodge

 Clients (male/female) received a ribbon shirt upon 
graduating the program



FIRST ENHANCEMENT
• Programming still based on Wellbriety
• Phase fires are introduced, clients receive flint/steel 

strikers
• Cultural Resource Advisor was still highly restricted 

in their activitythere was an expectation that they 
would be in the office

• Very little participation in cultural activities except at 
the powwow
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Presentation Notes
Wellbriety is a successful, effective program of recovery for many and as such is well intentioned. While being a path to sobriety and purposeful lives for many, it is somewhat of a “Pan-Indian” focus and may not build a sense of belonging in one’s own community and the necessary connection. Our program intends to provide our participants with a regionally appropriate cultural context – an Anishinaabeg-centric one - to further enhance the connection to community necessary to foster the sense of belonging which many lack. We are developing through a manual rewrite, locally focused teachings of medicines, and our minobimaadiziwin, “our good way of life”, and given by fellow Anishinaabeg from our local communities to foster the sense of “this is ours”. Our cultural activities are focused on ways of living our ancestors practiced and can be tied to our Creation Story and traditional practices developed over generations.



SECOND ENHANCEMENT 
 Added female cultural resource advisor to the team
 Cultural resource advisors facilitated the participation of 

clients in some cultural activities outside of court
 CRAs worked with clients on the seven grandfather 

teachings
 Clients begin receiving feast bundles
 Female clients begin receiving water bundles
 Woven approach to justice, clients and team sit together 

in a circle for hearings

Presenter
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Seven Grandfather Teachings are love, honesty, truth, bravery, respect, humility and wisdom. These teachings are embedded in our language and our cultural practices. The beginning of our clients participation in some cultural activities and meaningful community service began when I was a Juvenile Probation Officer and was given supervision responsibilities for some older male courtesy probation clients. I wanted them to do something more than pick up cigarette butts or pack groceries into boxes for distribution. While those are meaningful community service acts, they do not connect our clients with our community and our culture. I asked a fellow Tribal member who is somewhat renowned for her basketmaking skills and traditional knowledge if she had some ideas about how to make community service more meaningful. She suggested having our clients help prep materials for the workshops she would do from time to time. She also suggested she would teach them to make two small baskets at the conclusion of their community service time. One to keep for themselves and one to give back to the community. All these steps were purposeful to enhance community connection.Feast bundles encompass the teaching of respect for Mother Earth, and giving men fire bundles and women water bundles helps our community fulfill the roles each of the sexes have in balancing our community. Woven approach to justice puts into practice the everyone is “equal and important”.



THIRD ENHANCEMENT 
 Welcome Fire prior to client’s entry hearing
 Clients learning their protocol introduction in 

Anishinaabemowin
 Clients receive language binder
 Medicines are present in court room
 Judge, team and clients use protocol introduction in 

court hearings
 Feast bundles, fire bundles and water bundles provided 

earlier in the program
 Participation in community activity counts as peer 

recovery meeting
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Kevin: Welcome Fire prior to the hearing to admit a prospective client into our program is designed to offer our clients a cultural experience before the formality of a court hearing. This is their first interaction with court and team members after assessment and prior to formal acceptance by the court.Kevin: The purpose of giving feast bundles, and water or fire bundles is to equip our clients with what they need on their cultural/spiritual journey. This is putting the idea that recovery is a journey and not a destination in our cultural context and start building connection.Kevin: Participation in community activity counting as peer recovery meetings is consistent with the idea that peer recovery meetings offer fellowship which is necessary in recovery. Many times in some peer recovery meetings there is the idea that meeting are the program. Meetings provide fellowship and connection. The steps and life changing processes used in recovery are “the program”.Miigwaans: This is when we introduce the concept of learning your introduction, which in tales your Anishinaabe nooziwin (spirit name), dodem (clan), where you live and where you’re from. Learning and searching for these helps individuals learn about themselves and connecting them to who they are. Our Anishinaabe nooziwin are what the creator recognizes us by before we pray or speak for others. Before colonization our clan held our place and gave us a role within our community and government system.



Current Program Overview 

• Interwoven approach to justice 
• 18 month program, over 5 phases 
• Encouraging long term recovery through 

traditional teachings and cultural 
activities 
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MattWhat is an interwoven approach to justice  participants and team members sit together in a circle, this promotes positive interactions between team members and clients, reduces the adversarial feel of hearings, reflects cultural concepts of respect and equalityProgram is divided into 5 phases:Table 3. 			Phase	Duration	FocusPhase 1: Learning Level 	10 Weeks	HonestyPhase 2: Accepting Level 	12 Weeks	Humility & RespectPhase 3: Willing Level		14 Weeks	Bravery & LovePhase 4: Succeeding Level 	16 Weeks	Wisdom of TruthPhase 5: 			24 Weeks	Giving	The phases build conceptually on one another, the last phase promotes client independence from the program, deepening community connections, and giving back Culture activities are incorporated into the program through the use of the Cultural Resource Advisors; discuss activities that clients having engaged in; traditional teaching are incorporated through CRAs and supplementary materials, Mishoomis Book, History of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians in Michigan are used to support and discuss traditional teachings, individuals are also encouraged to connect with artisans and spiritual leaders in the community, participants also have access to a traditional healer through Behavioral Health; discuss some of the traditional teachings and concepts that are incorporated into the programTeam roles: Judge, program coordinator, probation, prosecution, defense attorney, treatment, law enforcement & CRAs, peer graduate, Elder/community member in recovery



Cultural Resource Advisors 

 Traditional teachings 
 Sacred fires 
 Sweat lodges 
 Weekly talking circles
 Harvesting 
 Wellbriety
 Transportation 
 Beading 
 Weaving 
 Language classes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural Resource Advisors – female and male promotes balance just as our Anishinaabeg teachings, based on our Creation Story, stress equality of male and female and balance.Traditional Teachings – reference our Creation Story based traditional teachings/values7 Grandfather TeachingsLoveHumilityWisdomTruthRespectBraveryHonestySacred Fires – Based on Phases: Welcome Fire, Phase 1 sunrise, Phase 2 noon, Phase 3 sunset, and Phase 4 sunrise to sunset: and a metaphor for recovery – both require medicine, time, knowledge, care, feedingSweat Lodges – building a new traditional use area on main campus and new lodge once we are “post covid”Weekly Talking Circles – smudge, pass eagle feather, check in on how week is going, reading from White Bison Elders Readings to provide a focus for reflection, or work on projects for a fellow participant’s graduation.Harvesting – Working in the bush pulling bark (basswood, cedar), harvesting bull rushes from a local lake, picking sweet grass, sage or cedarWellbriety – Talking Circles, 12 Step version and mind-mappingTransportation – picking up participants that have license or car issues and transporting to court, drug testing or whatever helps them overcome obstaclesBeading, Sewing – Sunnese very knowledgeable with beading, sewing and craftsWeaving – Renee “Wasson” Dillard, a regionally famous fiber artist and weaver, Grandmother and language learner has helped provide meaningful work projects for participants. Helping them connect with the land and culture.Language Classes = zoom classes offered by our LTBB Language Department “Ghiizhigoii” my mom’s family name – (a little Indian bragging…lol)Niibi and asemma



Current Client Manual Revisions: 

Client Workbook Phase 1
Week 1: Welcome Fire; receive fire bundle or water bundle
Entrance hearing; Cultural assessment using TPF tool
First Hearing
Week 2: Introduction in language; language workbook
Introduction to asemaa; small copper cup, asemma pouch
Week 3: Introduction to doodem, Anishinaabe noozwin



Current Client Manual Revisions: 
Week 4: 
Mishomis Book: Chapter 1
Who is Anishinaabe? 
How were our teachings recorded? 
What else stood  out to you in Chapter 1? 
Seven Grandfather Teachings; give them Vukelich Book
Week 5: 
Mishomis Book: Chapter 2
What is the relationship between original man and the wolf?
What are the similarities between man and wolf? 
What original man’s first work? What ceremony does that relate 
to now? 
What is the significance of having a spirit name? 
Seven grandfather teachings Honesty (begin on p. 70 of Vukelich)



Current Client Manual Revisions: 

Week 6:
Mishomis Book: Chapter 3 (pages 11-14)
How did original man respond to the challenges he faced? 
How does this relate to the challenges you are facing? 
What do you think about how original man observed 
others and asked for help with his challenges? 
7GF Honesty 



Current Client Manual Revisions: 

Week 7: 
Mishomis Book: Chapter 3 (pages 15-20)
The firekeeper describes fire as containing both good and evil, how do 
you think might relate to you and to your journey in recovery? 
Fire is a sacred gift, what do you think about the relationship described 
between Anishinaabe and fire? 
Thinking about fire as a metaphor for recovery, if you take care of your 
fire what will that do for you? 
What did you think about the idea that Anishinaabe had to leave a 
place that was comfortable in order to grow? 
During ceremonies what entities are we imitating? 
Honesty: 



Current Client Manual Revisions: 

Week 8: 
Reflecting on the Mishomis book and the grandfather 
teaching of honesty relate to your recovery? 
Your phase fire is happening in a couple of weeks, how do 
you think the description of fire in Chapter 3 and 
Anishinaabe’s role in caring for it relate to your recovery? 



Current Client Manual Revisions: 

Week 9:  Review of Phase 1

Week 10: Morning Fire



Cultural Engagement 
and Client Outcomes

Presenter
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Kevin:  in this photo is the framework of our Midewin Lodge constructed by our community on our Tribe’s traditional grounds. Visible in the picture is Miigwaans, her daughter, and Wasson (Renee Dillard) our esteemed basketmaker, weaver and tradtional fiber artist. A couple of her “students” are in the background but I didn’t secure their permission to use their likeness so I won’t identify them.Miigwaans: In the background is our Odawak ginoondiwaad (odawa teaching lodge). 6 years ago the community petitioned and worked together to build a teaching lodge for us to gather and hold ceremonies. This community effort has paved the way for us to hold our first fastings on traditional grounds, community feast (berry fast, mat feasting, ect.), and gives us a safe space to weave.



Measuring Client Cultural 
Engagement

 Implementing a cultural assessment tool;
 Thunderbird Partnership Foundation; 

https://thunderbirdpf.org/
 Why this matters; establishing promising 

practices, best practices, evidence based 
modality

https://thunderbirdpf.org/
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Kevin: Wasson again and one of our Waabshkii Miigwaan graduates.









MNOBMAADZIWIN: RESTORING CONNECTION AND 
IMPROVING OUTCOMES
 Focus on creating connections within the community
 Encourage clients to learn Anishinaabemowin, bungii eta
 Teach clients about medicines and their use
 Teach clients how to begin fulfilling traditional roles, fire 

keeping, water ceremony
 Engage in activities “on the land”
 Value cultural engagementparticipation in community 

activity counts as a peer recovery meeting 
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Kevin: In our oral tradition we are told that the veil between the “seen” and “unseen” world is thin. We’ve been told that it pleases our ancestors to see even the smallest beginning with regard to language and traditional practice. Our Grand Chief-ba told us “Our ways are not lost but were laid beside the trail for us to pick up and continue on”. We believe in starting with the basics and for us as Anishinaabeg, fulfilling our traditional roles – men keeping the fire and women protecting the water – maintain balance in our communities.Kevin: Once again…peer recovery in many situations is fellowship and not the “program” so fellowship in community activity can be just as beneficial.Miigwaans: Working on the land helps our connection with our ancestors whom lived there before. We believe our ancestors are always helping us and always there when we need them. This is why it’s good for clients to go out on the land and make that connection for themselves. During our water ceremonies, we pray and take care of the water how we should take care of ourselves. We look at ishkakimikwe (mother earth), in reflection of Anishinaabe. If we take care of her, she will take care of us. Practicing this ceremony will hopefully instill the importance of self care, and self love.
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Phase fires These fires happen at the end of the first four phases and mark the transition from one phase to the next. Team members and participants come to support the individual having the fire. The CRAs work with the male participants on striking their own fire, women are given instructions on the water ceremony (balance, Anishinaabe cultural protocol). 



Language
Community relationships
Family relationships
Spiritual practice and ceremony
Relationship to land 

What is meant by 
culture?
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Small Group Activity

 What are your views on using culture as a 
framework? 

 What obstacles do you see in utilizing culture 
as a framework in your community? 

 What benefits do you think could be achieved 
by utilizing a cultural framework? 
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 This would be a time to discuss perceived limitations, obstacles and issues in utilizing culture as a framework, i.e. practicality, legitimacy, efficacy, etc. 



Peer Graduate 

Benefits of having a peer graduate: 
• Honors cultural norms of giving as a sign 

of gratitude

What we lost in the program without it: 
• Insight into how different program 

elements worked/were perceived

Cultivating connection with participants and 
the community 
• Role models 
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Peer Graduates – Tell story of MIdewin Initiation: When offering semaa to join the Midewin Lodge, sitting across from the Grandmother, Lodge leadership and our Grand Chief-ba, the Grand Chief-ba said “I once sat where you are sitting. There is no instant way or short-cut to living the MIdewin life.” I had the feeling like closeness to the spirit is attainable. It instilled a sense of inclusion, identity and belonging which is what a good peer graduate can help current participants feel.  Peer graduate can state “I’ve sat where you are sitting, been through the program and all the challenges, feelings, and time commitments that you are experiencing and proof it can be done. Without a graduate peer,  this perspective of being “one of them” is lost. The peer graduate can help overcome obstacles, cultivate connection and be part of a legacy of recovery in our community. They are part of a continual chain of recovery and can be role models for our youth.





Miigwetch for your attendance today!

Please ask any questions you may have at this time. 

If you have any questions you would like to follow up on, please
or Matthew Lesky at leskylaw@gmail.com

More information about the programs discussed in this 
presentation can be found at 

https://ltbbodawa-nsn.gov/judicial-branch/waabshki-miigwan/

mailto:leskylaw@gmail.com
https://ltbbodawa-nsn.gov/judicial-branch/waabshki-miigwan/
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